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Senior Access Manager
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April 27, 2005

Ethan Sprague

Director Regulatory Affairs
Pac-West Telecom, Inc.
1776 W. March Lane
Suite 250
Stockton, CA 95207

Ethan:

Attached is a spreadsheet that shows the trunks that Qwest is considering VNXX along
with an explanation of the calculations.

Also, for the next quarter Qwest will be using the following VNXX percents and will
apply that percent against the billed , as long as the volumes are in
line with our validation system.

AZ = 36.
WA=68.
OR= 100%

If you have questions, please contact me at the above number.

VNXX - 

High Volume - Are telephone numbers using what Qwest believes are VNXX trunk
groups.
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AZ Trunk Compare - is a trending of all local and VNXX trunks from November 2004
through February 2005. This was supplied to give you the tools necessary to determine if
your local or VNXX trunks are increasing in volume month over month.

W A Trunk Compare - same 

AZ Payments - shows all of the billed minutes from Pac 
through February 2005 , with a breakout between local and ISP (Columns C 
1& J represent the like information recorded by Qwest's validation system , CroSS7, with
the information further broken down by local and VNXX minutes. The minutes in
column J for December usage are also the VNXX minutes that are shown on the VNXX
tab. Column K is a subtraction of the VNXX minutes from the total recorded minutes.

Col L data is also from Qwest' s validation system, CroSS7 and shows the minutes that
were terminated to Qwest from PacWest customers. The information in this column is
used in determining the amount of voice minutes that Qwest must pay to Pac West.
(Col L * 3 = voice minutes), for the total listed in Column M.

Col N, ISP minutes are , Col M from the
local, non VNXX minutes in Col K.

Col P, voice amount to pay represents the amount that Qwest will be paying for the voice
minutes.. The dollars are derived by multiplying the voice minutes in Col M by the voice
rate.

Col Q, ISP amount to pay represents the amount that Qwest will be paying for ISP
minutes. The dollars are derived by multiplying the ISP minutes in Col N by the ISP rate.

Col R represents the total payment that Qwest will be making and is the total of Col P
and Col Q.

W A Payments - See AZ Payments.


